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"A great many people think they are thinking 
when they are merely rearranging their 
prejudices.”

William James

“The ability to observe without evaluating is 
the highest form of intelligence” 

J. Krishnamurti

“Common sense is nothing more than a 
deposit of prejudices laid down by the mind 
before you reach eighteen”

Albert Einstein



Introduction
• We are not as rational as we think 

we are

• We are all susceptible to a swarm of 
cognitive biases 

• Decisions are shaped by emotional 
attachments, misleading memories 
or personal self interest 

• Patterns of behaviour = ‘cognitive 
biases’ 



What is Cognitive Bias?

• Errors in our decision making 

• Information gathered and 
stored from past experiences

• Pattern recognition and 
emotional tagging

• Heuristics

• Distractions from logic



History

• Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman

• “Two way system of thinking” 

• System one – fast (hot/impulsive)

• System two – slow (cool cognition)

• Significance 



Key Cognitive Biases 
During Mediations





1. Confirmation Bias 



What is Confirmation Bias?

• “The seeking or interpreting of evidence in ways 
that are partial to existing beliefs, expectations, or 
a hypothesis in hand” - Raymond Nickerson 

• Favouring information that fits with our 
preconceptions

• Results in serious misjudgments and uneducated
decisions



Confirmation Bias in the Law

• The criminal justice system

• Narrow investigative processes

• Teina Pora

• Brandon Mayfield 



Why do we use Confirmation Bias in 
our Decision Making? 

1. Our brain’s inability to 
process all information we 
receive.

2. Protection of self image 



2. Anchoring Bias
• Tendency to rely on one form of data

• Received to shape our decision making 

• Limitation on our decision making
process

• “People make estimates from an initial 
value that is adjusted to yield the final 
answer” – Amos Tversky and Daniel 
Kahneman

• Experiment



Causes

• The conditioning of our 
brains

• Uncertainties 



Anchoring in Negotiation

• Anchoring as the starting point

• Problems with anchoring in 
negotiation

• The effects of the ‘anchoring 
number’ 



3. The Bandwagon Effect 

• Making decisions based on 
the influence of others 

• Relevance today

• Implications

• Desire for social acceptance 



Avoiding the Bandwagon Effect

• Explore all alternatives and options 
before making decisions

• Treat each decision individually

• Positive aspects 

• “the trouble with following someone 
else’s path is you’re never quite sure 
what they’ve stepped in”.

• Social Media 



4. Overconfidence Bias

• Our tendency to overestimate our 
abilities and judgements when 
performing a task 

• Unwillingness to branch out beyond 
our preconceptions 

• Consequences

• Study concerning our driving abilities 





5. Optimism Bias
• “It ain’t what you know that gets you into 

trouble it’s what you know for sure that just 
ain’t so” - Mark Twain. 

• Overestimation of positive events with a 
disregard for the possibility of negative 
incidents occurring. 

• Difference between expectation and outcome. 

• 80% of us experience optimism bias. 

• “We are more optimistic than realistic” –
Tali Sharot



Is The Optimism Bias Healthy? 

1. Interpretation matters 

2. Anticipation is satisfying

3. Optimism changes reality. 

We must recognise the pitfalls of the 
optimism bias to ensure our decision 
making is realistic. 



6. Negativity Bias 

• Contrast to optimism bias 

• More weight given to negative outcomes

• Difficulty letting go of negative 
experiences in our cognitive processes

• From an evolutionary stand point

• Finding a balance between the negativity 
and optimism biases in our decision 
making



Negative Consequences Of Our 
Cognitive Biases 

Perceptual Blindness

• Lack of attention and failure to 
recognise key information when 
making decisions. 

• The “Gorilla Test”. 



Discussion

Thinking back to a recent or memorable 
mediation, what cognitive biases were 
probably in play for the parties, counsel 
and/or the mediator?  You may want to 
consider biases operating in the course of 
preparing for mediation, as well as during 
the mediation itself.



Mt Everest Case Study 
• 1996 Mt Everest Disaster 

• Rob Hall and Scott Fischer, killed during their 
descent of Mt Everest

• Opposing opinions used to explain the reasons 
for the tragedy. 

• Michael Roberts’ three biases to explain his 
reasoning for the disaster:

1. The Sunk Cost Effect 

2. Overconfidence Bias 

3. Availability Bias 



What can we learn from the 
Mt Everest Case?

• We must strive to maintain a balance 
between confidence and a lack of confidence

• Act decisively when faced with a challenge

• Demonstration of the extent to which 
leadership decisions can effect those under 
them. 

• Aim to manage competing interests of 
confidence, dissent and potential risks. 



Positive Consequences of 
Cognitive Bias

• We need cognitive biases to survive 

• Evolutionary advantage 

• Risk assessment 

• Can result in positive, ethical 
decisions 

• Learning from our mistakes 



Discussion

Knowing more about cognitive 

biases, do you think that the 

outcomes of mediations you have 

been involved with were impacted 

by those biases?  If so, in what way 

were they impacted? Positively or 

negatively?



Suboptimal Decisions are Easy 

• Mental shortcuts trip us up resulting in 
irrational decisions

• Biases interrupt our judgement process

• Information filtered by our brains force us 
to leap to conclusions 

• Lack of time to evaluate all alternatives

• Information stored may be incorrect 
information

• Desire for social acceptance



1. Availability

- We must be open to the ideas and 
opinions of others 

- Seek outside knowledge 

- Do not be afraid to challenge our 
preconceptions 

- Balance our instincts with the 
viewpoints of others 

Improving our Decision Making Process 



Improving our Decision Making Process 

2. Diversity

- Seek different opinions from range 
of people

- Broaden perspectives 

- Importance of data



Improving our Decision Making Process 

3. Adopt an Outside Lens

- Better at identifying others’ 
biases

- Insider lens vs. outsider lens



Improving our Decision Making Process 

4. Environment

- Do not rush into making 
decisions

- HALT

- Study emphasising the effect of 
our environment on our 
emotional state (Amos Tversky
and Daniel Kahnem)



Improving our Decision Making Process 

5. Reflection 

Evaluate the lens you are making your decisions through. 
Use Mr Spock.

Daniel Kahneman encourages us to ask ourselves:

(a) Is there any reason to suspect that the decisions being made are 
influenced by self interest, overconfidence or attachment to past 
experiences?

(b) Has the person making the decision “fallen in love” with it?

(c) Were there dissenting opinions within the decision making 
process?



Improving our Decision Making Process 

6. Reflexivity

- Examine own feelings, reactions, 
motives

- Questioning based on hypothesis

- Different from naïve enquiry



Improving our Decision Making Process 

7. Understanding Before Being 
Understood

- Suspend own storytelling

- Contextualize 

- Gather data



Improving our Decision Making Process 

8. Relational Impact

- Who will be affected?

- Clarification tool



Improving our Decision Making Process 

9. Awareness

- Recognising biases

- Minimising effects



Discussion

What practical strategies can 
we adopt to improve our 
decision making in mediations?



• Crucial that we evaluate and recognise
potential cognitive biases in our decision 
making 

• Recognition = well rounded decision 
making

• Promotes an acceptance of different 
cultures, beliefs and perceptions 

• When we identify our biases we open 
ourselves up to more diverse ways of 
seeing the world

Conclusion



• The more open we are to 
recognising cognitive biases the 
better decision makers we are. 

• Be humble, be prepared to accept 
your mistakes and seek out new 
perspectives. 

Final word



“The mind only sees what the mind is prepared to comprehend”
- Henri Bergson 




